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cover sheet. The cover sheet should list (a) the title of the
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as complete addresses of affiliation. Any foot notes to the title
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as any recognition of Grant or other support. Acknowledg-
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Reference section. All tables must have titles and all figures
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table. Table source notes should follow table footnotes.
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NOTES. When more than a simple reference citation is
needed, notes may be used. In general, however, ihcy should
be avoided.

REFERENCES A N D T E X T C I T A T I O N S . References
should be cited in the text using the author's (s°) last name and
the reference number in brackets. If there arc more than two
authors mentioned, the first author need only be listed along
with the "el al." notation. Complete bibliographic informa-
tion should be lisied in the Reference section. In this section,
references should he listed alphabeiically. The first reference
that appears in the alphabetical list should be numbered " I"
and subsequent references should be numbered accordingly.
Below are examples of both text citai ions and a sample ref-
erence list.

Smith and Wollensky [4] have ascertained lhat the stress
factor on metal parts varies with the amount of heavy
metal ions included in such mcial composition. According
lo Bishop el al. [I |. this variance lakes on an exponential
factor noi unlike thai shown in the Maihew's Variable
Rate Differential (see Maihc\v|3. p.45|). Wing stress tests
conducted by the Max Einschuss Laboratory |2| have ver-
ified such findings.
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